ACHIEVING SUCCESS
WITH YOUR
SYNERGY BUSINESS

WELCOME
TO SYNERGY WORLDWIDE
We are excited you have joined our company and

As a Team Member of Synergy WorldWide, you

we look forward to helping you build a successful

are now an independent business owner and

Synergy business. Synergy WorldWide’s mission is

your membership with Synergy enables you to

to Leave a Legacy in three powerful ways:

get paid for sharing our products and business
opportunity. Many Team Members earn sufficient

1.
2.
3.

Offering the highest quality, scientifically

income to cover the cost of their family’s monthly

proven products.

product consumption, while many more have

Providing financial freedom through

taken advantage of the business opportunity

innovative business opportunities.

and created significant income streams that

Establishing a culture of generosity and

allow them to step away from their traditional

service to others.

employment and dedicate themselves full-time to
their Synergy business.

You have become an invaluable part of this
mission and are embarking on a journey to Leave
a Legacy of your own.
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WHETHER YOUR DESIRE
IS TO ACHIEVE A GREATER
STATE OF HEALTH OR
BUILD AN ACTIVE AND
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS,
WE WANT YOU TO FEEL
AT HOME WITH SYNERGY
WORLDWIDE.

SIX STEPS TO
SUCCESS
This training booklet contains six steps to
help you get started as a new Synergy Team
Member. It’s important that you complete these
steps soon after you get started in the business.
Doing so will enable you to leverage your
excitement and create a solid foundation for
your business to grow.
Be sure to work with your sponsor and upline
support team to effectively complete these
activities.
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WHAT IS NETWORK MARKETING?
Network marketing offers entrepreneurs an
opportunity to own and operate a personal business
without the costs of the traditional brick-and-mortar
model. While there are some costs involved with
network marketing, you don’t have to worry about
traditional expenses like inventory, distribution,
employee salaries, licensing, warehousing, etc.

By contrast, in a network marketing business the
products pass through just one person before
reaching the customer—you. As an independent
business owner, you reap the rewards of introducing
people to products each day. Network marketing
concentrates payment to those who get the product
into the hands of the end customer.

If you were to compare the traditional retail business
model to that of network marketing, you would notice
multiple similarities. Refer to the diagram below.

Your network marketing business allows you to build
income in two ways. First, you’ll create a base of loyal
customers whose purchases generate retail profits
for you. Second, you can build a network of Team
Members or distributors, such as yourself, who want
to share the product and business with their contacts.
Doing so allows you to maximise Synergy’s MegaMatch compensation plan, which pays out 55% of all
commissionable volume.

Traditional retail businesses generally pass products
through several distribution channels before
finally reaching the customer. In this example, the
distributor, wholesaler, and retailer are all involved
and each adds costs and takes away from the
retailer’s final profit. In the end, the initial product—
which is manufactured at a fraction of the final cost—
is delivered to the customer through retail channels.
All costs associated with each level of distribution are
passed on to the end customer.
Now, compare the traditional retail model to that of
network marketing. In both cases, a manufacturer
and a customer are both involved and both models
require a middle man to get the product to the
customer.

TRADITIONAL RETAIL
At each distribution
level:

Remember, network marketing is a business. You are
an individual business owner. The more you treat it
like a true business, the greater success you will find.
The following pages outline necessary steps that will
help you begin moving in the right direction. The key
is to remember that, as with any business, success is
built on hard work and dedication.

NETWORK MARKETING

Manufacturer

Manufacturer

Distributor

BUY DIRECT

• Operations

Wholesaler

• Advertising

Retailer

Network
Marketer

• Mark-up
• Overhead

• Distribution

Network marketing
concentrates payment
to those who actually
get the product to the
end customer.

• Profit
Customer

Customer
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IDENTIFY YOUR WHY

STEP

Behind every success story is a powerful “why”—your personal reason for

starting a Synergy business.
At each stage of your Synergy business, your “why” is what provides
motivation to go to work in the morning. It’s what allows you to overcome
obstacles, to get back up when knocked down, and to keep fighting when
times get tough.
In network marketing, identifying your “why” is the first and most important
step you need to take before building your business.
Unlike a traditional business, starting with Synergy didn’t require large bank
loans or investors for upfront capital. You didn’t have to put your house, family,
and life at financial risk to be an independent business owner with Synergy
WorldWide.
Traditional business owners, aside from their “why”, have fear as a major
motivating factor. Fear of losing everything they own, fear of bankruptcy, and
fear of financial failure. With network marketing, this source of motivation is
not a factor. Unfortunately, this causes some to treat it more like a hobby than
a business.
As with every business, obstacles will present themselves. Your road to
success will be marked with the occasional curve, bump, and pothole.
However, a solid, deeply-rooted “why” will enable you to keep your eyes on
your destination and overcome each hurdle that presents itself.
To identify your “why”, ask yourself: “What is so important—so completely
necessary in my life—that it will motivate me to reach my daily, weekly,
monthly, and lifetime goals?” Whether you are motivated by the satisfaction of
blessing the lives of others, the goal to replace your current income, or both—
as long as it’s YOUR “why”, YOUR reason, that’s all that matters.
Once you’ve established your “why”, write it down and place it in a visible spot
where you’ll be sure to see it every day. You may also want to share your “why”
with others who will support and coach you along the way.

WRITE YOUR “WHY” HERE:

EXAMPLES:

1. I want to save more money for retirement.
2. I want to increase my family’s quality of life.
3. I want to pay off my mortgage faster.
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2
STEP

BECOME A PRODUCT
OF THE PRODUCT
Once you’ve established your “why”, we invite you to become a product of
the product.
We’re confident that as you use Synergy products, you will experience an
enhanced state of health and quality of life. Ordering product is easy. Simply
register for our monthly Autoship programme and select your preferred
shipping date.
Once you’ve experienced Synergy WorldWide products, our hope is that
you will find enjoyment and purpose in sharing their benefits with friends,
family, and loved ones across the globe.
Synergy WorldWide has created a variety of health enhancing products,
starting with the remarkable benefits of ProArgi-9+. We encourage you to
take full advantage of our 90-day guarantee and discover which products
work best for you. For more information on Synergy’s products, go to
slmsmart.com, synergye9.com, or synergyworldwide.com.

If you have already developed a testimonial of the product, take a moment and write it down. An
important component to the success of your business will be your passion and sincere belief in
the product. As you share your testimonial, it will inspire hope and desire in others to begin taking
our product and become involved in the business. We encourage you to practice sharing your
testimonial, but first, think about what you want to say and how you want to say it. Doing so will help
you develop a well-thought-out message that will inspire those waiting to hear it.

WRITE YOUR TESTIMONIAL HERE:
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3

GET CONNECTED

STEP

The number one reason why most network marketers leave a company is
lack of communication. As a corporate team, communication is one of our top
priorities!
We provide many tools and resources that help our Team Members stay
connected. Each communication outlet provides you with opportunities to
easily share information with fellow Team Members, friends, family members
and business contacts.
UPLINE LIST

The key to success in network marketing and with Synergy WorldWide is
teamwork. As organisations work to support and help each other, individual
Team Members grow and develop into leaders as they themselves become
uplines to their personal sponsors.
For this reason, we encourage you to create an upline contact list. Once
you start building your business, these leaders will be instrumental in
providing belief to those who you contact. Whether it is for personal business
questions, 3-way calls, or small business meetings, you will want to gather this
information and develop a working relationship with your upline.
Synergy’s compensation plan rewards sponsors who help their teams. Since
our compensation plan pays on volume, not by level, it does not matter how
far upline these leaders are from you. Your upline support team cares about
your success and will receive a direct financial benefit from your ability to
succeed. Remember, you are in this business for yourself, but not by yourself.
SYNERGY PULSE

pulse.synergyworldwide.com
Synergy Pulse is the website where you manage your business.
Real-time volumes, downline reports, ordering, sponsorships, business
resources—you’ll find all this and more. To set up your password and get
more details, call our Customer Service department at 0808-234-2462 (UK) or
1800818366 (IE) .

SOCIAL MEDIA

SYNERGY ECLUBS

Subscribe to the Synergy blog, become a fan

Synergy WorldWide uses many channels to

of our Facebook page, and follow us on Twitter

communicate, but we’re always careful to send

to stay on top of the latest Synergy news.

out all important communications via email.

Each of these social media avenues can be an

Upon being sponsored, the email address that

incredible resource to help build your Synergy

you provide is automatically loaded onto our

business. We invite you to become an active

email list. If you have not received an eClub

participant.

from Synergy WorldWide, please call our
Customer Service department at
0808-234-2462 (UK) or 1800818366 (IE) to

BLOG:

synergyworldwideblog.com
FACEBOOK:

facebook.com/synergyworldwide
YOUTUBE:

youtube.com/synergyworldwide
INSTAGRAM:

confirm your eClub subscription.
SYNERGY EVENTS

Refer to the calendar on the Synergy blog to
diary all of Synergy’s upcoming meetings and
events.

instagram.com/synergyworldwide
TWITTER:

twitter.com/synergyupdates
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TO GET STARTED: MAKE SURE
YOU ASK YOUR SPONSOR FOR
YOUR UPLINE SUPPORT TEAM’S
CONTACT INFORMATION.

1. YOUR PERSONAL SPONSOR

Name:
Phone:
Email:

2. YOUR SPONSOR’S SPONSOR

Name:
Phone:
Email:

3. THAT SPONSOR’S SPONSOR

Name:
Phone:
Email:
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GET TRAINED

STEP

The ability to increase your own knowledge and pass it on to your new
business partners will perpetuate success, hone skills, and expand each new
Team Member’s business intellect.
Your first point of reference for training should begin with your upline.
Systems are developed within organisations that are easy to duplicate, which
give ample opportunity for an individual, regardless of their background, to
get plugged in and start on their road to success.
In addition to the information and training that your upline provides, Synergy
WorldWide has created programmes and resources to help you. From online
training resources to monthly conference calls, you can determine your own
schedule and the rate at which you wish to be trained.
Remember, practice makes perfect and wisdom comes with age. You don’t
have to know it all before you begin contacting others and building your
business. As your business matures and you dedicate yourself to telling others
about Synergy WorldWide, you’ll find that your knowledge will increase and
your business techniques will improve.
SYNERGY WORLDWIDE WEBSITE

www.synergyworldwide.com
Synergy WorldWide’s website is the place people go to learn about our
company, our products and our business opportunity. As you navigate this site,
you’ll enrich your understanding of our history, the science behind ProArgi-9+
and other leading products, and gain an appreciation for the Synergy mission
to which you now belong.
POLICIES & PROCEDURES MANUAL

The Policies & Procedures booklet has been developed to help Team
Members understand the manner in which they do business with Synergy
WorldWide, other Team Members, and retail customers. This booklet will help
you understand Synergy’s Code of Ethics and policies as they relate to the
operation of your Synergy business. You’ll find a copy of this booklet on the
Synergy Pulse website under Resources.

MEGA-MATCH COMPENSATION PLAN BOOKLET

This booklet details Synergy’s Dual-Linear Mega-Match
compensation plan. A compensation plan is what a company
uses to calculate and distribute income to its distributors
based upon the sales generated by distributors and their
downline sales organisations. A copy of this booklet can be
found on the Synergy Pulse website under Resources.
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5

SET YOUR GOALS

STEP

As an independent business owner, your goals dictate your business plan.
Without goals, we often lose direction with the hope of someday, somehow,
arriving at a successful destination point. A dream without a goal will remain
a dream. However, a dream with a goal can become a reality.
Your goals will help you define your course of action for your business.
Completing this step will help you put concrete desires and aspirations on
paper.
As you set your business goals, remember this simple mnemonic—SMART:

SPECIFIC
MEASURABLE
ATTAINABLE
RELEVANT
TIME-BOUND
A goal that follows this simple suggestion will ensure a direct and clear path
to your target. If your financial goal is to replace your current income from
your full-time job, determine specifically what that number is for each month
of the year. Then follow it up with subsequent goals of what you need to do
each month, week, and day to achieve that desired level of success.
Be sure to set both long-term and short-term goals. Where do you want to be
in 10 years? 5 years? 1 year? 6 months? Let these goals be the premise for
your business plan. Commit this information to paper and let it be a guideline
for your monthly operations.

Lastly, share this information with your sponsor. Synergy’s cooperative Mega-Match
compensation plan rewards Team Members who work to help their personally
sponsored downline. Your success becomes your sponsor’s success. Likewise, as you
build your business, we encourage you to do the same with your downline, as doing
so will enhance your ability to achieve financial success.
If you haven’t already, turn to the Resources section and locate the goal sheet to begin
setting goals for your Synergy business. Once you’ve completed this portion, we invite
you to share this information with your sponsor and allow them to be involved in
helping you succeed in your business.
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SYNERGY’S FINANCIAL ROADMAP

Team Members who build their businesses

Make completing these steps each month a priority

strategically and consistently reap the rewards.

and a habit. You have control over how quickly

Through the Elite Honors earnings model, we’ve

your business grows, so instead of making Elite

mapped out exactly what you need to do each

Honors your highest monthly goal, make it your

month to secure a solid business foundation that

baseline goal. As your customer base grows and

will support your goals and help you find financial

your team of distributors follows the Elite Honors

success.

requirements, success will come to you.

Elite Honors leverages the benefits of customer

BECOME ELITE HONORS QUALIFIED

volume and distributor volume, enforcing the
importance of a well-rounded organisation, and
ultimately helping you make the most of Synergy’s
Compensation Plan through short-term rewards
and a long-term residual income.
WHAT IS THE ELITE HONORS MODEL?

By accomplishing three simple steps each
month, you will be well on your way to building a
sustainable Synergy business:
• Be a Synergy Team Member on Autoship
• Have 600 CV on Tracking Centre 1 (TC 1)
— TC 1 includes personal volume and customer
volume
• Sign up 200 CV in new activation volume
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By fulfilling each of the three Elite Honors
requirements within any given month, you will
become a member of Synergy’s Elite Honors Club.
This exclusive club comes with recognition and
a number of perks based on how many times you
qualify in a rolling calendar year.

These perks include, but are not limited to:
1X QUALIFIER

• Elite Honors pin and card
• Synergy blog recognition
3X QUALIFIER

• Elite Honors Club platinum card

Elite Honors is your business model for
success; embrace it and share it. Seek
support from your sponsor as you strive

— Early event registration access

to become Elite Honors qualified and

— Preferred event seating

encourage those you sponsor to follow

— VIP store checkout

your lead.

• Featured in the Legacy eMagazine
9X QUALIFIER

• Elite Honors Club lounge at events
• Elite Honors Club jacket
• Featured on corporate website
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6
STEP

START BUILDING YOUR
SYNERGY BUSINESS
You’ve established your “why”, set specific goals, connected with Synergy
WorldWide, and initiated your training. You’re now ready to begin
building!
The best part about building a successful business with Synergy
WorldWide is that anyone can do it. The business is based on sharing
unique, quality and health enhancing products. No need for hype, false
promises, or exaggerated facts. Success will come as you create an
organisation of loyal Synergy WorldWide customers.
Regardless of your background or experience level, the steps to building
a successful Synergy business are simple. This doesn’t mean it will be
easy—it simply means that anyone with the right work ethic can find

success.
The following five fundamental business-building activities provide a
proven roadmap for you to follow as you begin to build your business. As
you perform these activities, find your leaders and build an organisation,
your Synergy business will take flight.

KEEP IN MIND ONE THING:
THE SECRET INGREDIENT TO
SUCCESS WITH THIS BUSINESS
IS YOU. IF YOU ARE WILLING TO
PUT IN THE TIME AND FOLLOW
THE FUNDAMENTALS, YOU
WILL ACHIEVE SUCCESS.

FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITY 1

WHO WOULD YOU LIKE TO
WORK WITH?
Every successful Synergy Team Member begins

Carry this list with you and have it accessible at all

with a contact list and keeps their list fresh and

times. Each day, take time to maintain your list by

continually growing. Your contact list is a collection

adding and removing people you’ve come into con

of names of people you know and would like to

tact with. This activity is vital to your success and

contact about Synergy WorldWide. This is your

cannot be ignored or replaced.

starting point for sharing Synergy products and
adding new customers and business partners to

Focus on finding people with the drive to be

your team.

successful and help others. They will help you
duplicate your efforts and grow your business. Keep

This list should include everyone you know. It’s

in mind that everyone is a potential customer or

important not to prejudge, as the decision to say

business partner. As you begin to talk about Synergy,

“yes” or “no” to the opportunity or the product should

opportunities will arise to share the benefits of

be made by the individual and not you.

this incredible opportunity with future friends and
business partners.
Before reading any further, let’s begin constructing
your list. Grab a pen, turn to the Resources section
of this booklet, and take the next 10 minutes to start
jotting down names on the Contact List page. The
page just before the Contact List contains a memory
jogger to help you think of all the possible people
you can add to this list. Good luck, and remember,
don’t prejudge!
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FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITY 2

SHARING INFORMATION
With your contact list in hand, it is now time to start

them when they’d have some time to go over the

building. Your Synergy business will grow as you

information in greater detail to see if they would be

introduce people to Synergy’s products and business

interested.

opportunity.
What you’ve learned about Synergy WorldWide,
The purpose of contacting is simple: Set an

ProArgi-9+, and the business opportunity can’t be

appointment for a Synergy presentation or

explained in just a few minutes, so be as brief as

conference call with your upline. There’s no need to

possible when making the initial contact. Doing

give too much detail about the products or company

so will help pique enough interest for a follow-up

when contacting a prospect for the first time. Simply

presentation.

share what excited you about Synergy and ask

TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL CONTACTING

To build a business, contacting is the most important step you
can take. Without piquing interest and setting appointments for
presentations, your business becomes stagnant. More often than
not, customers won’t be knocking on your door—you must go to
them.
• Effective contacting comes with experience and experience
only comes with practice. Things may be rough at first, but the
more you contact, the better you’ll get at it.
• Contacting takes courage and often requires you to step
outside your comfort zone. An important lesson to remember
before starting is that you will be told “no” many times. If you
can learn to expect “no” from the beginning and not let it affect
your confidence or motivation, your inexperience will turn to
experience and you’ll learn to brush off “no” and you’ll hear
“yes” more often.
• There’s a variety of ways to begin contacting those on your list.
It’s important that you use the method that you feel is best for
the person you’re contacting. Remember, at times, contacting
will require you to step outside what’s comfortable for you.
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In Person: Casual conversations with friends,

Your individual success in contacting greatly

family members, or work associates can lead

depends on your commitment level. Just as

to opportunities to bring up the new product

with all aspects of your business, contacting

or business you’re involved in. Carry Synergy

requires goals. Take a moment and write down

product brochures, business cards, and even

your contacting goals. Remember, what is it

product samples with you at all times.

that you want to achieve this year? How many
customers/business partners do you need to

Mail or Email: Sending information via mail or

find each month to make that happen? How

through email can be a great way to introduce

many people will you contact in the next week?

people to Synergy WorldWide before you

Or better yet, in the next 24 hours? Determine

actually speak to them. This can also be an

your goals, commit yourself and don’t stop until

effective way to continue to educate your

you succeed.

contacts as you build your business.
Internet and Social Media: A variety of online

and social networking services allow for an even
greater outreach and opportunity to share your
Synergy business with others. In a very simple
and cost-effective way, you can share your
knowledge of this business and products with
thousands across the world.
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FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITY 3

PRESENTATIONS
All of your work to this point—creating a list and

As you get started in your Synergy business, it’s

contacting prospective customers and business

important to remember that this step is not one that

partners—was done for the purpose of inviting your

you must do on your own. Utilise your upline and

contacts to a presentation.

find out when the next opportunity meeting will be
held. Your goal in attending a presentation with your

A powerful presentation is simple, direct and honest.

contact is to illustrate how their life will benefit by

This is why Synergy created a standard presentation

becoming part of Synergy WorldWide.

that everyone uses. However, until you are ready,
your support team will do the presentation for you;
your role is simply to invite people to it.

TIPS ON GIVING PRESENTATIONS

• Presentations can be given in a variety of places,

• 3-way calls can be very effective when in-person

such as restaurants, cafes, homes, etc. Home

presentations aren’t possible. Your sponsor or

parties/meetings are one of the easiest and most

someone with more experience than you can

successful ways to build your business. Your

help deliver a powerful and effective presentation

sponsor or team will usually hold monthly group

over the phone. Let your contact know that

meetings where you can bring your guests to hear

you’re working with a team and that you’ve asked

the presentation from an experienced Synergy

someone who has achieved success with Synergy

leader.

WorldWide to share information with them.

• Each presentation should end with an invitation

After extending your invitation to become a business

to become a customer of Synergy products and/

partner or customer, you may find that some people

or to begin building their own Synergy business

will ask for more information to make a decision. In

by enroling as a Team Member. Let your guest

the following days, be sure to deliver the information

make the decision without any pressure to enrol.

they’re seeking and utilise these opportunities to

Remember that a loyal customer will benefit your

follow up.

business far greater than someone who enrols as
a business partner without any desire to build a
successful business.
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FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITY 4

FOLLOWING UP
Success is found in following up. Developing and

For your new business partners, your follow-up

maintaining relationships of trust is key to your

session should be geared toward helping them get

Synergy business, and such relationships are built on

started in the core activities of building a successful

the back of effective communication.

Synergy business. Remember, the system is already
in place—help your new distributor understand

After a presentation is given, it’s important that you

the importance of determining his/her “why” to

continue to educate your contacts on the products

doing this business. Identify goals they would like to

and Synergy business opportunity. This can be done

achieve and help them begin building a contact list.

through the use of tools, meetings with your upline,

Once you get to this point, practice some contact

or simply in follow-up sessions after the presentation.

approaches and set a date for the next presentation.

To be a good sponsor, you must dedicate time to
assist and support your new customers and business

Ultimately, your goal is to help each new member

partners.

of your team complete the five Fundamental
Activities of a successful business. Following these

It’s extremely important that you hold a follow-up

principles will foster a spirit of teamwork within your

meeting with your new customers and business

organisation where everyone benefits from each

partners soon after they have enroled. Whether it be

other’s success.

over the phone or in person, take this opportunity
to answer questions they may have and to help
them become oriented with the products and the
company.
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FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITY 5

TRAINING & RECOGNITION
To become a successful leader, ongoing training and

business. The Top Recruiter report allows you to

development is essential for you and your team. Each

see who has personally sponsored their own Team

week you should set aside time to help your Team

Members within your organisation. In addition, the

Members and customers become better educated

Rank Advancement report shows you the members

in regard to Synergy products and systems.

of your team that have achieved new ranks for any

Additionally, learning and incorporating personal

given month. We encourage you to run these reports

development skills found in books, seminars, and

frequently, as they will provide opportunities for you

CDs will help you develop leaders within your

to recognise progressing members of your team.

organisation and further your success in this
business.

Through training and recognition, your business
will grow and your Team Members will learn what it

Lastly, one of the most important things you can

takes to do the same.

do for your business is to recognise and celebrate
the success of your Team Members. Recognition
motivates and inspires others to set goals and
achieve more than they thought possible.
Utilise the reports within Synergy Pulse to identify
those Team Members who are advancing within the

WITHIN YOUR TEAM MEETINGS,
CONFERENCE CALLS OR ONE-ONONE CONVERSATIONS, LET YOUR
TEAM KNOW THAT YOU CARE
ABOUT THEIR SUCCESS.

RESOURCES

TOOLS AND
WORKSHEETS
FOR GETTING
STARTED

MY SYNERGY BUSINESS GOALS
5 YEAR GOAL

1 YEAR GOAL

Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Month 7

Month 8

Month 9

Month 10

Month 11

Month 12
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NAME JOGGER
WHO IS MY …

Doctor
Barber
Hairdresser
Lawyer
Dentist

Veterinarian
Banker
Dry cleaner
Postman
Estate agent

Pharmacist
Stockbroker
Carpet cleaner
Plumber
Electrician

Music teacher
Appliance repairer

Videos
Groceries
Meat
Household Items
Flowers

Furniture
Appliances
Life insurance
Cars
Clothes

Hardware
Printing

WHO SELLS ME …

Car insurance
Magazines
Jewelry
Sports equipment
Entertainment items

WHO DO I KNOW THAT …

Shares my hobbies
Is athletic
From my gym
Other neighbourhoods I lived in
Parents of children’s friends
Relatives
Owns a business
Neighbourhood watch club
Waiter/Waitress
Optometrist
Nurses

Old acquaintances
Social contacts
Wedding list
Uses herbs
Post office
Heating and plumbing
From your old job
School or college
Alumni Association
Church
Civic activities

Friends of spouse
Doesn’t like their job
I work with
Retired people
Christmas card list
Health challenges
Likes the same sports teams
Relates well to people

WHO DO I KNOW FROM …

Bowling alley
Scouts
Government
School system

School teaching
Building business
Country club
Camping

PTA
Police department
Fire department
Cinema

Restaurant

Marketing
Advertising
Computers

Network marketing
Accounting
Travel

Roofing
Landscaping
Cleaners

WHO DO I KNOW IN …

Catering
Sales
Photography
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CONTACT LIST					
NAME

TELEPHONE

EMAIL

CONTACTED

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No

❑

Yes

❑

No
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Synergy WorldWide welcomes you as a Team
Member. For further clarification, please refer to
your personal sponsor and/or the Synergy Customer
Service department at 0808-234-2462 (UK)

UK0116

or 1800818366 (IE) .

